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Abstract

Often sentences of correct news are either
made biased towards a particular person or a
group of persons or parties or maybe distorted
to add some sentiment or importance in it. En-
gaged readers often are not able to extract the
inherent meaning of such synthetic sentences.
In Bengali, the news contents of the synthetic
sentences are presented in such a rich way that
it usually becomes difficult to identify the syn-
thetic part of it. We have used machine learn-
ing algorithms to classify Bengali news sen-
tences into synthetic and legitimate and then
used some rule-based postprocessing on each
of these models. Finally, we have developed
a voting based combination of these models
to build a hybrid model for Bengali synthetic
sentence identification. This is a new task and
therefore we could not compare it with any ex-
isting work in the field. Identification of such
types of sentences may be used to improve
the performance of identifying fake news and
satire news. Thus, identifying molecular level
biasness in news articles.

Keywords: Synthetic Sentence, Engaged
Reader, Machine Learning technique, Rule Base
Approach

1 Introduction

The Bengali language is rich in terms of the usage
of its words. It is also a relatively free word order
language. By changing the order of the same set of
words, the author can add some emphasis to some
part of the sentence. It is usually observed that the
Bengali sentences are frequently distorted like this
way. The number of ways English sentences can
be distorted is much less than the number of ways
a Bengali sentence can be. But all the distorted
sentences not necessarily have added biasness or
emphasis.

Some readers take the inherent meaning of the
sentences without getting into involved in the bi-
ased part of it. They can take out an overview of
the text. But often, an engaged reader gets engaged
with the writer’s views. Sometimes it is not so
harmful or it is preferred to be an engaged reader.
For example, to get the full flavour of a literary
work, the reader has to be engaged. But often it
is not desirable. For example, in a piece of politi-
cal news, it is not recommended to engage a reader
without his concern. So, it is essential to notify the
reader about synthetic sentences.
Often sentences of correct news are either made

biased towards a particular person or a group of
persons or parties or maybe distorted to add some
sentiment or importance in it. We refer such types
of sentences as synthetic sentences. Engaged read-
ers often are not able to extract the inherent mean-
ing of synthetic sentences. In Bengali, the news
contents of the synthetic sentences are presented
in such a rich way that it usually becomes difficult
to identify the synthetic part of it.
In this paper, we wish to identify the synthetic

sentences in Bengali news automatically. We use
the linguistic features in multiple Binary Machine
Learning Classifiers to decide whether it is syn-
thetic or legitimate. Then analyzing a confusion
matrix, we apply a set of rules. Finally, we com-
bine these models using a voting-based approach.
We test this hybrid technique in a Bengali news
corpus covering the news in Politics, Sports, En-
tertainment, and Social domains. The final hybrid
technique is able to provide 86% accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 illustrates a background study related to
synthetic news detection. Section 3 and Section 4
discuss how we have prepared the experimental
dataset and model building part. Section 5 shows
the results of different steps. Finally, Section 6
presents concluding remarks of the task.
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2 Related Work

There are some works in the detection of fake
news. They detect fake news in a news corpus
Bovet and Makse (2019); Batchelor (2017); Shu
et al. (2017); Conroy et al. (2015) that is, mislead-
ing news stories which come from non-reputable
sources. These papers mainly focus on fake news
from four perspectives: the false knowledge, its
writing style, its propagation patterns, and the
credibility of its creators and spreaders.
Rubin et al. (2016) describes three types of fake

news in contrast to reporting. These are - serious
fabrications (uncovered in mainstream or partici-
pant media); large-scale hoaxes; humorous fakes
(news satire, parody).
Zellers et al. (2019) discussed the threats posed

by automatically generated propaganda articles
that closely mimics the style of real news. They
have designed a language model-based system
called Grover for the controllable generation of
text from the title of the news. Humans may find
this generated text to be more trustworthy com-
pared to the actual news article. Such type of fake
news called neural fake news is discriminated best
using the generator system itself.
Bradshaw and Howard (2017) compared the

teams who spread manipulated information, also
called disinformation through social media and
news across 28 countries including India. These
types of fake news are created manually to influ-
ence the voters and domestic audiences purposely.
Melford and Fagan (2019) designs a Global Disin-
formation Index (GDI) to combat the disinforma-
tion.
Another essential type of fake news is created by

proliferating stylistic bias in the text. Pérez-Rosas
et al. (2017) have used linguistic features in Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) to detect these fake
news in some English newspapers. Rubin et al.
(2016) discriminated between synthetic and legiti-
mate news using 5 features namely Absurdity, Hu-
mor, Grammar, Negative Affect, and Punctuation.

3 Dataset Preparation

We evaluate our proposed framework on two
datasets, Kaggle Bengali news, and Online Ben-
gali news. For the time being, we are not using the
name of the newspapers to avoid the controversy.
In total, we have 25K news covering seven dif-
ferent domains, namely Kolkata, State, National,
Sports, Entertainment, World, and Travel. Each

Figure 1: Bengali News Dataset Distribution in
Kolkata, State, National, Sports, Entertainment, World,
and Travel Domains

news contains on an average of 15 sentences. The
distribution of the Bengali news dataset in the
seven domains is shown in Fig. 1

3.1 News Content Features
The structure of the news dataset is listed below:

1. Source: Author or publisher of the news ar-
ticle.

2. Domain: The domain of the news is de-
fined in this field. In this dataset, we have
seven different domains viz, Kolkata, State,
National, Sports, Entertainment, World, and
Travel.

3. Headline: Short title text that aims to catch
the attention of readers and describes themain
topic of the article

4. Body Text: Main text that elaborates the de-
tails of the news story, there is usually a sig-
nificant claim that shapes the angle of the
publisher.

Depending on these raw content attributes, dif-
ferent kinds of feature representations can be built
to extract discriminative characteristics of synthe-
sis news. The news content we are looking at
mostly be linguistic-based features, discussed in
the following section.

3.2 Preprocessing of News Sentences
The overall framework of the machine learning-
based classifier is divided into three parts: Clean-
ing of raw text, feature extraction and synthetic
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news classification. The collected news sentences
are annotated manually as a legitimate or synthetic
sentence. It is difficult to deal with raw news due
to noise. The noisy news includes:

• Keyphrases: - িনজসব্ পৰ্িতেবদন, ওেয়ব েডস্ক:, এই
িবষেয় অন ান খবর, বু েরা, িডিজটাল েডস্ক, সূেতৰ্র
খবর
Different publication media use the men-
tioned key phrases which are actually not part
of the news. We remove these phrases from
the news sentences.

• English Sentences: News contains some
English sentences along with Bengali sen-
tences. The following English sentence is
highlighted inside a Bengali sports news,
e.g.,”Delhiites get a bite of #ViratKohli quite
literally at #MadameTussauds PC States-
man pic.twitter.com/FNLARdIQi6 - Bharat
Sharma (sharmabharat45) June 7, 2018”,
”ISIS,” ”JNU”. We remove such non Ben-
gali sentences from our dataset.

• Stop Words: Stop words are described as the
most common words that occur in any corpus
of a particular language. At the preprocess-
ing step, we remove stop words such as - 'এ',
'এবং', 'আর' from the sentences. Here we cre-
ated a stop word list of 360 words and then
these words are removed from the corpus.

• Word Stemming: Word stemming is applied
to map the words with different endings to
a single one such as চ ােলেঞ্জর,চ ােলঞ্জ becomes
চ ােলঞ্জ. Bengali is a very inflectional language
for which stemming is required for further
processing.

• Other: News contains emoticons, symbols,
and pictographs. We remove them by using
Unicode.

By using the above-mentioned list of phrases,
we preprocess the raw news and generate a clean
text for further processing.

3.3 Annotation Guideline

We have annotated Bengali news sentences into
two categories: synthetic and legitimate. In this
section, we discuss the method we have followed
in tagging with some examples.

• Example-1: এই সম্পৰ্দােয়র এক সদেস র মেত,
২০১৫ সােল আেমিরকােত এবং ২০১৭ সােল ইংল ােন্ড
সভা কেরিছেলন পৰ্ধানমন্তৰ্ী।
[According to a member of this community,
the Prime Minister had a meeting in the
United States in 2015 and England in 2017.
]
In this sentence, it is claimed that the state-
ment is taken from somebody, but the name
is not mentioned explicitly. This is why, we
consider such types of sentences as synthetic.
If the name of the claimer is added, then it is
converted to legitimate.

• Example-2: সুপার ওভােরও েখলার েশষ না হওয়ায়
বাউন্ডািরর সংখ ার িভিত্তেত ইিন্ডয়ােক চ ািম্পয়ন
েঘাষণা কের েদওয়া হয়।
[India was declared champion on the basis of
the number of boundaries as the game did not
end in the Super Over. ]
The cause-effect sentence of Example-2 is
considered legitimate as it is based on a true
fact cause, and the relation is an established
relation: if a game does not end in Super Over
then go for a number of boundaries.

• Example-3: সুপার ওভাের উেত্তজনা, িশষ িনশােমর
ছক্কা েদেখ েশষ িনঃশব্াস গুরুর।
[Tension in the Super Over, the master re-
leases last exhale after seeing the six of the
disciple Neesham.]
In the cause-effect sentence of Example-3,
the cause is a true fact, but the relationship is
based on an assumption or probability. There
is no rule in the environment to state that one
will die after seeing one’s six. Therefore this
sentence is tagged as synthetic.

• Example-4: সম্ভবত মন খারােপর কারেন, েবাল্ট
তার েসরা পারফরম ান্স িদেত পারলনা।
[Probably due to distress, Bolt could not give
his best performance.]
This is also a cause-effect sentence. In this
sentence, the cause is not a true fact as a prob-
ability is associated with it. Though, the rela-
tion ”if somebody is in distress, then he will
not be able to give his best performance” is
an established relation this sentence has syn-
thetic property.

• Example-5: The phrases containing synthetic
adjectives have a synthetic property like: মন
ভাঙা েবাল্ট বলেলন
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[broken heart Bolt told ]
We observed that verbs carry the best clue
about the synthetic property. Therefore we
have created a clue verb list and used it as
a feature. But there are some adjectives, ad-
verbs, nouns, which can also be considered a
clue. We considered them during annotation.

• Example-6: িকন্তু, আমরা তাঁেদর আশাপূরণ করেত
পািরিন।
[But we could not meet their hope.]
This sentence talks about an abstract mental
state (hope). It is not defined how to measure
whether it is met or not. Therefore, this is a
synthetic sentence.

• Example-7: তবু মণীশ পােন্ডর শতরােনর েসৗজেন
বড় রান তুেল েফেল ভারতীয়।
[Yet by courtesy of CenturionManish Pandey
India built a big score.]
Here, the word ‘yet’ makes this sentence syn-
thetic, as it means it would not be possible
without him. But it is not correct as others
are not tested. Dropping this word leads to a
legitimate sentence.

4 Proposed System

After preprocessing of the raw news, the news is
tokenized and segmented into sentences level. In
this paper, we create a hybrid approach by com-
bining Binary Machine Learning Classifiers using
the Voting approach and then postprocessing with
a Rule-Based approach. The proposed system is as
follows:

1. For machine learning, features are gener-
ated from the sentences, and after that,
we apply supervised machine learning al-
gorithms, namely Support Vector Machine,
Naive Bayes, K Nearest Neighbors, Random
Forest, Decision Tree, and Logistic Regres-
sion.

2. According to the results of supervised algo-
rithms, we are creating some rules based on
the mismatched outputs.

3. Lastly, we are combining the supervised algo-
rithms using a voting approach. We are giv-
ing a higher preference for synthetic tagging.
If among the six classifiers, 3 classifiers tell
the sentence is synthetic and 3 classifiers tell
it is legitimate, then we annotate it as syn-
thetic. However, if more than 3 classifiers tell

that the sentence is legitimate, then it became
legitimate.

In this paper, we consider synthetic news clas-
sification for independent sentences as each sen-
tence carries some synthetic or legitimate property.
Our approach is to use a committee of classifiers,
each trained on a set of text features. The entire
list of features is presented in this section.

4.1 Feature Selection in Synthetic
Classification

Feature Selection of any classification problem
takes a crucial part. Each sentence is represented
by a feature vector which contains numerical fea-
tures that represent the occurrence frequency or
weight of a feature or binary features (occurrence
or non-occurrence of a feature) or a ternary feature.
The features are listed below:

1. Punctuation: Various punctuation is used to
indicate different types of sentiments. The
use of punctuation can help the synthetic
news detection algorithm to differentiate be-
tween funny, entertaining, deceptive, and
truthful texts. This feature has two values (bi-
nary) - Exclamation (!) and Question Mark
(?). This feature is used because, according
to our observation the exclamatory sentences
and question sentences are more prone to be
synthetic. This feature helped us to improve
the precision of synthetic sentence identifica-
tion.

2. Named Entities: News tells a story related
to a particular incidence. Legitimate news
is having the property of some person telling
something or making comments. Named En-
tities are used many times inside news. We
have observed that the sentences having a
Named Entity mostly become a legitimate
sentence. This is because even if an incidence
is false or synthetic, but it is told by a particu-
lar person we consider it to be true. Consider
the example: ”a person x told that he is prob-
ably sick”. Here the ‘probably’ word makes
the statement synthetic. But the sentence is
legitimate as the person x has actually told
it. Thus, use this binary feature (there exist
a Named Entity or not) may be helpful to pre-
dict synthetic news sentence.
To find the named entity in the news sentence,
we manually annotate 42k words from 6k
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news sentences to train CRF++ model. Here,
we are using POS tag as a feature of CRF++ to
find the presence of named entity in the sen-
tence. To get the POS tag we have used some
of the features proposed by Dandapat et al.
2007 which are available with us. Along with
the POS tag the Bengali gazetteer list of 1200
names is also used in training the CRF++
model. Then the model is tested with our 530
news examples and we get 94.3% accuracy.
We have used this Bengali gazetteer list as a
binary feature (presence or non-presence of
named entity).

3. Domain-specific Clue Verb: We have seen
that maximum synthetic sentences have some
verbswhich carry some indication for the sen-
tence to have synthetic property. Similarly,
some verbs are indications of the legitimate
property of the sentence. Theses verbs are
defined as Clue Verbs. We are attempting to
make a list of words for Legitimate sentences
and another for synthetic sentences manually.
By analyzing a large corpus, we make a list as
shown in 1, which is not exhaustive.

We have considered this clue verbs as a
ternary feature as follows. If there is a Legit-
imate Clue Verb then it is 1 (we do not need
to consider Synthetic Clue Verb); if there is
no Legitimate Clue Verb, but there is a Syn-
thetic Clue Verb then it is 2, and if there is nei-
ther Legitimate Clue Verb nor Synthetic Clue
Verb then it is 3. The value 1 indicates that
the sentence is a strong candidate for being
legitimate; the value 2 indicates that the sen-
tence is a strong candidate for being synthetic
and the value 3 indicates that there is no clue
about its property. According to our observa-
tion, this feature is the most effecting feature
in the classification task.

4. TF-IDF: TermFrequency - Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) of a term is used to de-
note its importance. TF(w,d) denotes the raw
count of the word (w) in a news document (d)
and IDF(w,D) is a measure of how much in-
formation the word (w) provides, i.e., if it is
usual or rare across all news documents (D).
Finally, TF-IDF is defined as follows.

tf_idf(w, d,D) = tf(w, d)× idf(w,D)
(1)

Thus, TF-IDF is used to determine the im-
portance of words in news domain. We have
combined the TF-IDF of words of the input
sentence to calculate the importance of sen-
tence in news domain. Considering that the
synthetic sentences carry more importance
we have used it as a feature in our task.

4.2 Machine Learning-Based Classification
Synthetic news sentence classification may be
done at the document level, sentence level, and
phrase level. We are considering the news article
is based on an actual fact. Some of its sentences
are synthesized by the author to attract the engaged
reader. Our objective is to identify those synthetic
sentences. So, in this paper, sentence-level classi-
fication is considered where an independent sen-
tence is classified as synthetic sentences and legit-
imate sentences.
A supervised binary classifier algorithm may be

used to identify the synthetic sentences. Several
supervised machine learning techniques have been
examined in the paper to classify the sentences into
classes. Those are Support Vector Machine, Naive
Bayes, K Nearest Neighbors, Random Forest, De-
cision Tree, and Logistic Regression (LR). We
have considered the Punctuation feature, Named
Entity feature, clue verb, and TF-IDF feature, as
discussed in Section 4.1.
The Confusion Matrix is one of the most intu-

itive metrics used for finding the correctness and
accuracy of the model. The Confusion Matrix in
itself is not a performance measure as such, but
almost all of the performance metrics are based
on the Confusion Matrix and the numbers inside
it. The confusion matrix is a table with two di-
mensions (“Actual” and “Predicted”), and sets of
”classes” in both dimensions.
The following terms are associated with a con-

fusion matrix.

• True Positive (TP): when predicted synthetic
sentences pieces are actually annotated as a
synthetic sentence;

• True Negative (TN): when predicted legiti-
mate sentences pieces are actually annotated
as true sentences;
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Label Clue Verb
Legitimate বলেছন [Says-H], জািনেয়েছন [Said-H],জানান [Said-H ], বলেলন [Said-H],ঘোষণামতো [Declaration], কথা

বেলন[Speak-H]কথা বলেলন [Speak-H], জানান[Tell me], জানােলন[Told], েঘাষণা করেলন[Announced]
Synthetic খিতেয় েদখা[Check it out], খিতেয় েদেখন[Check it out],খতিয়ে েদখা হয়[Is checked ], পৰ্শ্ন কেরেছন

[Asked-H], পৰ্শ্ন কের [Asked-H], পৰ্শ্ন করা হেয়েছ[Asked-H], পৰ্শ্ন করা[Asked-H], পৰ্শ্ন হেয়েছ [The ques-
tion has been], পৰ্শ্ন উেঠেছ [The question arises], কথা িছল [There was talk], কথা েদওয়া[Promise-H],
কথা িদেয়িছল[Promised-H], কথা িদেয়িছেলন[Promised-H],কথা িদেয় রােখনিন[Didn't talk], পৰ্শ্ন উঠেত শুরু
কেরেছ[The question has started to arise], আস্থা েনই[Not confident], মেন করা হেচ্ছ[It seems ],
চ ােলঞ্জ িনেয়েছন [Have taken up the challenge ], চ ােলঞ্জ েছােড়ন[Throw the challenge], চ ােলঞ্জ
েনওয়া [Take up the challenge], চ ােলঞ্জ েছাড়া[Throw the challenge], চ ােলঞ্জ[challenge-H ],মেন করা
হেচ্ছ[It seems], পৰ্মািণত হেব[Will prove], নীিত িনেয়েছ[Policy taken], সিকৰ্য় ভােব পেথ নামেত েদখা
িগেয়েছ[Actively shown on the way down], দািব <Null verb>[Claim-H], খবর চাউর হেয় যায়[The
news goes sour], আতেঙ্কর ছাপ <Null Verb>[The impression of terror], আতেঙ্কর ছাপ েনই[No sign
of panic], তদারিক কেরন[Take care], েফর সতকর্ কের েদন[Warns again], দািব তুেলিছেলন[Claimed-H],
তবু সব্িস্ত িছল[Yet there was relief], েদখেছন স্থানীয়রা[The locals are watching], আস্থা েনই[Not con-
fident], আশব্াস িদেয়েছন[Assured-H], আশঙ্কা[Fear], আশঙ্কা কেরেছন[Have feared], আশঙ্কা করা[Do not
be afraid], আশঙ্কা করল[Apprehensive], রেয়েছ বেল[Say there is], েদওয়ার অিভেযাগ[The charge to
give], চাঙ্গা হেয় ওেঠ[Became stronger], অিভেযাগ তুলেলন[Complain-H], অিভেযাগ করল[Complained-
H], অিভেযাগ করা হেয়েছ[The complaint was made], অিভেযাগ[Complain-H], কড়া বাতর্া[Strong
message], রুেখ দাঁিড়েয়িছেলন [Standing in the stands], রুেখ দাড়ান-H[Stand up], রুেখ দাড়ােলন-
H[Stand up], েতােপর মুেখ-H[Under the cannon], মােঠ নামােচ্ছন-H[Getting down on the field],
সব্ীকৃিত িদেয়েছন[Recognized], সব্ীকৃিত েদওয়া[recognition-H], সব্ীকৃিত িমলেল[Acceptance-H], িবচােরর
মুেখামুিখ[Facing trial], অিভেযাগ উঠল[The complaint arose], অিভেযাগ উঠা[Complaints-H arise], বেল
অিভেযাগ[Complain-H], একাংেশর দািব ছাপ <Null Verb>[Part claim impression], একাংেশর মত[Like
a part], উেস্ক িদল[Instigated-H], কীেসর ইিঙ্গত[What a hint], জানা িগেয়েছ[Got it]

Table 1: List of Clue Verb [H: Honorific]

• False Negative (FN): when predicted legiti-
mate sentences pieces are actually annotated
as synthetic sentences;

• False Positive (FP): when predicted synthetic
sentences, pieces are actually annotated as le-
gitimate sentences.

We have created a separate set of 106 sentences
to create the Confusion Matrix. The Confusion
Matrices of all the Binary Classifier techniques for
these sentences are shown in Fig. 2.

4.3 Rule Based Postprocessing
After analyzing the errors in the confusion matrix
of the Binary Classifier techniques, as shown in
Fig. 2, we have formulated an initial set of rules.
These rules are used in the postprocessing step to
correct some of the errors. The rules we formu-
lated are discussed below.

1. If the topic of the news sentence is clubbed
with old news of different topic, then it is con-
sidered as synthetic. Consider the following
example.
সারদা মামলায় রেমশ গাঁধীেক িনেজেদর েহফাজেত
েনওয়ার পের এ বার েরাজ ভ ািলর দুই কতর্ােক
েগৰ্ফতার করল তারা|

[After taking Ramesh Gandhi in their custody
in Sarada case now they arrested two heads of
Rose Valley]
In this sentence, the leading news on arrest-
ing two heads of Rose Valley is clubbed with
old news of different topics. Therefore it is
considered synthetic.

2. If in the news sentence the reason for an in-
cidence is written abstractly, then it is con-
sidered as synthetic. Consider the following
example.
শাসকদেলর েগাষ্ঠীেকান্দেলর জন েসামবার চািষেদর
নিথপতৰ্ জমা েদওয়ার িশিবর েবড়ােবিড় েথেক সের
েগল িসঙু্গর িবিডও অিফেস|
[Due to infighting in the governing party
Monday the camp for submitting documents
of farmers is moved from Beraberi to Singur
BDO office.]
We have prepared an initial list of abstract
reasons. In this sentence, the reason ”infight-
ing” is not concrete. Therefore it is consid-
ered synthetic.

3. If there is an incomplete list of names, mat-
ters, topics, or any other thing in the sentence,
then it is considered as synthetic. Consider
the following example.
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Figure 2: Confusion Matrix after Applying 6 Binary Classifiers on 106 Sentences[ X axis denotes predicted value
and Y axis denotes actual value and both cases 0 indicates legitimate sentence and 1 indicates Synthetic Sentence ]

এজন বধর্মান, কল াণী এবং অন ান িকছু
িবশব্িবদ ালয়েক আেবদন জানােত বলেলন িশক্ষামন্তৰ্ী|
[For this, the education minister asked the
Bardhaman, Kalyani and some other univer-
sities to apply.]
In this sentence, the phrase ”some other uni-
versities” indicates that an incomplete list is
used. Therefore it is considered synthetic.

4. If a sentence contains a legitimate clue verb,
then it is classified as a legitimate sentence.
But with the clue verb if there exists an ad-
verb, then the sentence becomes synthetic.
Consider the following sentence.
িশক্ষার সবর্স্তের িশক্ষকিশিক্ষকােদর হািজরায় িবেশষ
নজর েদওয়ার কথা িতিন বারবার বেলেছন
[He has repeatedly said to pay special atten-
tion to the attendance of teachers in all levels
of education. ]
In these sentences, an adverb is used with the
clue verb. Therefore it is considered as syn-
thetic.

5. If in the sentence there exist any phrase in
Double Quotation indicating a comment, then
it is a legitimate sentence irrespective of the
property of the comment. Consider the fol-
lowing example.
িতিন জানান, "এই িবষেয় সকেলর জন একিট
সাধারণ িনয়মাবলী থাকেল ভাল হয়"
[He said, ”it is better to have a general rule for
everyone in this regard”.]
This sentence tells the comment made by
some entity. Therefore it is considered legiti-
mate.

5 Experimental Result

Various evaluation metrics have been used to eval-
uate the performance of machine learning models.
We want to test the performances of our models
in terms of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-
Score. These metrics are commonly used to eval-
uate the machine learning models and enable us
to evaluate the performance of a classifier from
different perspectives. The results of the k-fold
cross-validations for each of our hybrid models are
shown in section 5.1.
Then we have applied the voting approach to

combine the models and then the rules. The final
accuracy of this hybrid system is discussed in sec-
tion 5.2.

5.1 Classification Performance of Individual
Hybrid Machine Learning Models

Firstly, we have tested the six binary classifiers
namely Logistic Regression, KNearest Neighbors,
Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, Decision
Tree, and Random Forest. We have used 530 sen-
tences annotated as legitimate or synthetic. These
sentences are folded into Training and Test data in
the proportion of 80:20.
We have used k-fold cross-validation (k = 5)

and calculated the above metrics in each of the k-
folds for each model. Then, we have manually
applied the rules on all the six prediction models.
We prepared a comparison chart of the final per-
formances of these six individual hybrid systems
which is given in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the dark gray colour bars indicate the

k-fold cross-validation results of the binary clas-
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Approach Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Logistic Regression based Hybrid System 0.82 0.67 0.82 0.74
Combined Model based Hybrid System 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.85

Table 2: Performances of different approaches for Synthetic Sentence classification

Figure 3: Classifier Result

sification. The light gray colour bars indicate the
result we got after applying the rules on the best
output of the corresponding technique. The result
shows that the rules improved the Support Vector
Machine and LR based techniques most. The Lo-
gistic Regression based technique combined with
the rules gave the highest accuracy up to this stage.
We are getting highest around 82% accuracy by
applying rules on the Logistic Regression based
model.

5.2 Classification Performance of Combined
Hybrid Machine Learning Model

Finally, we have used a voting based combination
of these six machine learning classifiers. If a sen-
tence is tagged as synthetic by 3 or more classifiers
then we consider it to be synthetic. Otherwise, it is
considered to be legitimate. Then, we have applied
the rules on the combined classifier. The final re-
sult of this hybrid system is shown in Table 2.

6 Conclusion and Future Scope

In this paper, we defined and compared synthetic
and legitimate sentences and highlighted many in-
teresting differences between these two categories.
We then utilized these differences as features to de-
tect synthetic sentences. We have proposed a hy-
brid approach that can detect synthetic news. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first at-
tempt to detect synthetic news at the Bengali news
sentence level. In the future, we want to extend
it to use semantic features in the Machine Learn-
ing model and calculate the degree of synthetic
property in the synthetic sentences. Then we want

to compare the renowned Bengali newspapers in
terms of the usage of different types of synthetic
sentences.
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